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Introduction and Historical Context

The mountains ar close above you, and the sea apears az a white streak on the 
horizon. But the mountains ar often in the clouds, and both the sea, and the wide 
intervening hot-country below you, ar usually very much lost in the haze.
(Burkitt 1930: 5)

Thus a somewhat peculiar Irishman and amateur archaeologist and lin-
guist, insistent on his own idiosyncratic spelling, trained in mining at Har-
vard and the first to excavate its ruins, described the vista from Chocolá 
when he was drawn to live there for much of the 1920s.
 In contrast with the monotony of the steamy, sugar cane–planted coastal 
plains to the south, the natural beauty of what in Spanish is called the 
paisaje in the southern piedmont is striking. Situated 600–950 m above 
mean sea level (MAMSL) at the northern limits of the Guatemalan Pacific 
piedmont, or Bocacosta, the modern village and archaeological site perch 
immediately below a high shelf of stratovolcanoes to the east and north. 
Visible except during the torrential wet season afternoon rain, faint tapers 
of their smoke frequently are seen piling into the sky. 
 Tolimán and San Pedro are small on the horizon, Atitlán, much nearer 
and larger. Even closer—a mere 30 km east over the steeply higher forested 
slopes leading to the volcanoes—is the extraordinarily beautiful Lago de 
Atitlán. Adding to the sense both of richness and centrality, immediately 
adjacent to the modern town is a remnant pocket of subtropical wet forest, 
flush with botanical and animal diversity.
 At the local level, modern political divisions and categories in Guate-
mala demographically proceed, smallest to largest, from, to use the infor-
mal terms, caserío (“hamlet”) to aldea (“village”) to pueblo (“town”). Ly-
ing 4 km from the cabecera, or municipio (township center), San Pablo 
Jocopilas, the modern aldea of Chocolá dates to the nineteenth century. 
At that time, workers were drawn largely from Totonicapán to the north 
to labor on the great finca; the finca was first owned by José (Josep) Guar-
diola I Grau, a Spaniard educated in England and an agricultural inventor/
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Figure 1.1. The Guatemalan piedmont: View from atop Mound 1, Chocolá’s Central Sec-
tor, looking east. (PACH)

entrepreneur, and, from 1891, by a German consortium. Many remnants of 
industrial agricultural processing lie within and around the modern town, 
including—in their Spanish names—despulpadoras, secadoras, clasificado-
ras, lavadoras, centrifugas, and alambiques, some still used today; one of 
the sustainable development projects we contemplated was to renovate, for 
tourism purposes, what to us constituted a living museum of late post-
colonial agricultural enterprise (compare Mendoza 2004). 
 In certain ways, the modern village is typical of a medium-sized indig-
enous community in the rural remotes of southern Guatemala. Approxi-
mately 10,000 speakers of Maya languages live there today, principally 
K’iche’ with some Kaqchikel and a few Tz’utujil and Mam. Most if not all 
also speak Spanish, if ungrammatically, which is consistent with the net-
work of indigenous populations that migrated from the highlands to serve 
as a labor force in the southern Guatemalan plantation system.
 We do not know with any certainty what language the ancient Choco-
lenses spoke; at least some artifacts suggest that, at some point in its long 
past, they spoke a Maya language. The mounds of the ancient city lying 
beneath and around the village once totaled 100 or more, some likely more 
than 20 m high.1 In 2003, Proyecto Arqueológico Chocolá (PACH) counted 
59 of these still undamaged or fairly intact. Ceramics and some edifices date 
to the equivalent of the Pacific coast Conchas ceramic phase or 850–650 
BC; the city continued to grow without interruption through to the Early 
Classic, or circa AD 200, and a Late Classic (AD 600–900) occupation is 
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Figure 1.2. Coffee secadora (roaster) designed by Josep (José) Guardiola, widely used 
during postcolonial times and still used today in Chocolá. (PACH)

evident as well. For the inhabitants of the town today, the mounds’ origins 
are supernatural, according to informants.
 In this chapter, the intent is to explain our selection of the ancient site be-
neath the modern village of Chocolá for research and our own motivations 
for focusing our work on the Southern Maya Region (Love and Kaplan 
2011). Chocolá is found centrally in this region that has long been believed 
seminal both for the overall trajectory of and key hallmark achievements 
adopted by the Classic Lowlands Maya. Compounding this long-held view, 
the Southern Maya Region is described as “multiethnic, and constituted 
by politically competitive communities whose interaction stimulated the 
growth of sociopolitical institutions and led to the expansion of some poli-
ties at the expense of others” (Sharer, Canuto, and Bell 2011: 317). Thus our 
own questions about the significance of Chocolá as a major player in this 
process are crosscut by inquiries about what or how the southern area in 
the Preclassic contributed to the larger picture of Maya history. 

Summary of PACH’s Findings and Background  
to Our Research

Previous to PACH, archaeology at Chocolá was limited to Burkitt’s inter-
mittent excavations and artifact acquisitions in the 1920s, and a brief visit 


